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Abstract. In temporal (or event-based) networks, time is a continuous
axis, with real-valued time coordinates for each node and edge. Com-
puting a layout for such graphs means embedding the node trajectories
and edge surfaces over time in a 2D + t space, known as the space-time
cube. Currently, these space-time cube layouts are visualized through
animation or by slicing the cube at regular intervals. However, both
techniques present problems ranging from sub-par performance on some
tasks to loss of precision. In this paper, we present TimeLighting, a novel
visual analytics approach to visualize and explore temporal graphs em-
bedded in the space-time cube. Our interactive approach highlights the
node trajectories and their mobility over time, visualizes node “aging”,
and provides guidance to support users during exploration. We evaluate
our approach through two case studies, showing the system’s efficacy in
identifying temporal patterns and the role of the guidance features in
the exploration process.

Keywords: Temporal Graphs · Space-time cube · Dynamic Network
Visualization · Visual Analytics.

1 Introduction

Temporal (or event-based) networks [23] are dynamic graphs where the temporal
dynamics, such as node/edge additions and removals, have real-time coordinates.
These have been characterized and studied extensively [21], as they are used in
many applications to model phenomena of commercial and academic interest,
such as interactions in social media [23], communication networks [16], and con-
tact tracing [30], to name a few. In “traditional” dynamic graph drawing [11,21],
where time is discretized (or timesliced), creating a visualization for such net-
works poses different challenges. Juxtaposition (or small multiples) would require
first identifying suitable timeslices, which inevitably leads to quantization errors
that, in turn, obscure the fine temporal details that might be crucial in some
domains (e.g., the exact order of personal contacts in contact tracing networks).
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On the other hand, animation would not suffer from such artifacts, and it has
been used in previous work on event-based graph drawing as a visualization
metaphor to display the computed layouts [7,29]. Animation is a more natu-
ral way to encode time; however, it is not perceptually effective for many tasks
involving dynamic networks [19,3]. Moreover, the vast majority of research on
animation has been done with timesliced graphs (see, e.g., [3,6,11,18]), and its
application to temporal networks is still in its infancy.

Temporal networks can also be drawn in a 3D space, namely, the “space-time
cube” (2D + t). In this case, a drawing algorithm computes the node trajecto-
ries over time and space. Existing research [7,28,29] provides evidence that this
drawing approach yields better quality drawings of temporal graphs, compared
to their timesliced counterparts (e.g., Visone [10]), and for discrete time graphs
when many changes occur between timeslices. Despite this, research on visually
depicting these trajectories and, in turn, obtaining insights from their behavior
(i.e., exploring the network in time) is still a largely under-investigated topic -
a gap that we intend to address in this paper.

On these premises, we present TimeLighting, a guidance-enhanced Visual
Analytics (VA) solution for exploring node trajectories in the space-time cube
keeping the full temporal resolution of the network. TimeLighting supports un-
derstanding temporal patterns and behaviors and, in general, extracting insights
from datasets with complex temporal dynamics.

The design of TimeLighting is inspired by the “time-coloring” operation [8],
whereby time is mapped to color to visualize the evolution of nodes and edges
through the space-time cube; and is loosely motivated by transfer functions
used in direct volume rendering [26] to emphasize features of interest in the
data. Conceptually, in our approach, we “shine” light through the space-time
cube down along its time axis (hence the system’s name – TimeLighting) in a
manner that resembles the behavior of transfer functions for volume rendering.
As the light interacts with the node trajectories, they are visualized and colored
differently according to the age and persistence of the nodes (i.e., applying the
time-coloring operation), generating a 2D visualization of the 3D embedding
(see also Figure 1). The resulting visualization is an explorable 2D map of the
nodes’ densities, with visible individual node movement and “aging” over time.
We complement this visualization with several interactive controls to explore the
data and introduce a simple mobility metric, based on the length of each node’s
trajectory, to rank and identify the more and less stable parts of the graph. We
designed TimeLighting introducing multiple elements of visual guidance [14] to
enhance (and possibly ease) the network exploration process. Finally, we describe
two case studies demonstrating how our guidance-enhanced approach supports
users in achieving the system design tasks.

2 Related Work

We now illustrate related literature on which we ground our research.



Visualization of Dynamic Networks. Visualizing temporal networks differs
significantly from how typically we draw and visualize dynamic graphs in the
graph drawing and visualization community where the time axis is a discrete
series of timeslices. Each individual time point is called a timeslice, a snap-
shot that represents the state of the graph over a time interval. This simple
yet powerful simplification is used as the basis of visualization [11,9], for layout
algorithm design [17,12], and in user studies [6,4,18,20]. The problem with time
slicing is that many networks of scientific interest do not have natural times-
lices. Therefore, choosing the right time sampling and duration for each can be
a complex task, which eventually results in some loss of temporal information.
In this regard, visualization techniques have been presented to suggest inter-
esting timeslice selection. Wang et al. [31] present a technique for non-uniform
time slicing (that is, selecting slices of different duration) based on histogram
equalization to produce timeslices with the same number of events and, in turn,
similar visual complexity. Lee et al. [25] experimented with a visualization tool,
called “Dynamic Network Plaid” for interactive time slicing on large displays.
Users can select interesting time intervals based on the event distribution over
time and visualize the corresponding status of the network in those intervals. Re-
cently, A number of algorithms have been proposed to draw temporal networks
directly in the space-time cube [29,7]. These approaches do not divide the data
into a series of timeslices to draw the graph but directly embed the network in
the space-time cube. However, the only way to visualize such 2D + t drawings
on a 2D plane was to select timeslices or present an animation of the data over
time.

Guidance for Graph Exploration Due to the challenge of analyzing complex
events such as those modeled by temporal networks, researchers also investigated
approaches to provide support and ease the analysis for users. The resulting ap-
proaches fall under the definition of “guidance” [14]. Guidance is characterized
as active support in response to a knowledge gap which hinders the completion
of an interactive visual data analysis session. Over the years, several approaches
have been devised, providing different types of guidance in different phases of the
analysis [15,13]. For instance, May et al. [27] describe a method to enhance the
exploration of large graphs using glyphs. While the user explores a given area
of interest (the focus), the system automatically highlights the path to other
possibly off-screen interesting nodes (the context). Gladisch et al. [22] provide
support during the navigation through large hierarchical graphs by suggesting
what to explore next. Thanks to a user-customizable degree-of-interest function,
the system can suggest how to navigate the graphs, both horizontally and verti-
cally, adjusting the level of abstraction of the hierarchy. Despite the work in this
area, applying guidance to temporal networks is uncharted territory. Given a
temporal network modeled in a space-time cube, our goal is to provide guidance
to support the identification of interesting time intervals and nodes requiring
further attention and analysis from the user.



Fig. 1: Exemplification of the TimeLighting metaphor. Rays of light (depicted
as dashed lines), coming from t = 0 travel through the space-time cube and
reach the observer at tmax. The rays interact with the node trajectories and will
carry this information to the projection plane.

3 Design Considerations

In this section, we discuss the most relevant aspects that influenced the design
of TimeLighting, namely, the data characteristics, the user’s tasks, and the
time-coloring paradigm used to provide guidance.

Data, Tasks. The data we aim to visualize and explore with TimeLighting

represents a temporal network [29,7]. In a temporal network D = (V,E, T ), with
V the set of nodes, E the set of edges, and T ∈ ℜ represents the time-dependant
attributes. These take the form of functions in the V × T and E × T domains
for nodes and edges, respectively. For simplicity, and in accordance with existing
literature, we consider all attribute functions as piece-wise linear functions. The
appearance Ax attribute, for example, models the intervals in time in which
nodes and edges exist:

Av : V × T → [true, false]

Ae : E × T → [true, false]

Av and Ae map to the node and edge insertion and deletion events, respec-
tively. For this reason, these graphs are also called event-based networks, and the
terms, temporal and event-based, will be used interchangeably in the remainder
of this paper. The position Pv : V ×T → ℜ2 attribute describes the nodes’ posi-
tion over time. The following is an example of how each node’s (v ∈ V ) position



is computed by an event-based layout algorithm describing the movement over
time and space:

Pv(t) =


(5, 6) → (12, 11) for t ∈ [0, 1]

(8, 3) → (1, 7) for t ∈ [5, 7]

· · ·
(0, 0) otherwise

In this paper, we use the MultiDynNoS [7] event-based layout algorithm to
generate the drawings of the graphs. TimeLighting is designed for a number of
user tasks, which we characterize using the task taxonomy for network evolution
analysis by Ahn et al. [2] and the taxonomy of operations on the space-time cube
by Bach et al. [8], and are described in the following.
T1: Overview. TimeLighting should provide an overview of the temporal in-
formation at a glance. Providing an overview is typically the first necessary step
in any VA process.
T2: Tracking Events. Understanding the temporal dynamics and the events’
frequency helps the user isolate interesting occurrences in time. Events also cause
the nodes’ trajectories to bend, i.e., make the node change direction. Understand-
ing the shape [2] of changes in node movement over time (e.g., speed, repetition,
etc.) would provide further insights during the exploration of the data.
T3: Investigate relationships. Each edge event occurrence perturbs the tra-
jectories. Identifying which relationships have the most impact or how often they
occur might help the user explain the formation of clusters, or, in general, the
phenomenon at hand.

Time-coloring. To highlight interesting nodes and trajectories and more gen-
erally to visualize the network’s dynamics, we took inspiration from the time-
coloring operation described by Bach et al. [8] in their survey. Time-coloring
is a content transformation operation applied to the space-time cube. Given a
timesliced graph, the procedure consists in coloring each timeslice based on a
uniform linear color scale so that it would be possible to identify the “age” of
the data points easily. To apply this technique to temporal graphs, we had to
find a way to visually represent two features of each node: their persistence (i.e.,
its behavior during its appearance intervals) and their aging, that is how their
movements are distributed in time from the point of view of the observer, in a
continuous time axis scenario. Such network features can be visualized as if we
projected light through the cube along the time axis: the interaction with light
will be visible from the observer, watching from the other side of the cube (at
tmax, see Figure 1).

Guidance. In addition to visualizing the temporal network, we designed guid-
ance to support its exploration and analysis. In general, the degree of support
provided to the user may vary significantly, and at least three guidance degrees
can be identified [14]: Orienting helps users keep an overview of the problem



and the alternative analytical paths they can choose to move forward. Direct-
ing guidance provides users with a set of options and orders them according
to their importance for solving current tasks, and prescribing guidance (as the
name suggests) prescribes a series of actions to take to conclude the task. Given
the similarities between our problem and the transfer functions used in volume
rendering (although we apply them to a 2D visualization), the general idea at
the base of our guidance-enhanced approach is to support and ease the iden-
tification of time intervals and nodes with specific desirable characteristics, as
well as, investigate their relationships and how they interact (i.e., analyzing the
moment of the trajectories), making them stand out from the rest for the user’s
convenience. Considering our set of design tasks, we highlight the nodes that
have the longest trajectories. Long trajectories, in fact, represent nodes that are
associated with many events and with high persistence in the currently selected
temporal interval (to support T2). This type of guidance can be classified as
directing, as trajectories are ranked based on their length, and, is necessary to
ease or solve the system design tasks. In addition, we highlight temporal inter-
vals in which nodes defined by the user interact with each other, thus providing
guidance to T3.

4 TimeLighting

In this section, we describe our system in detail and how we implemented it con-
sidering the design requirements described in the previous section. TimeLighting
is a guidance-enhanced VA system comprised of two linked views and a fo-
cus+context approach. An overview of the prototype is shown in Figure 2.

4.1 Main View

In the main view of TimeLighting (see Figure 2-B), we show a 2D projection
of the complete temporal graph (i.e., an overview—T1). We discuss the details
of our approach in the following. We employ a number of different encodings to
highlight features of nodes and edges.
Node Positions are represented as trajectories encoded as a trail of circles
(see Figure 3). First, we place each interval’s start and end position within ev-
ery node’s Pv attribute (see Section 3). These come directly from the computed
drawing and have an orange stroke in order to make these distinguishable from
the sampled nodes. To ease the comprehension of the movement flow (T2), be-
tween the start and end positions of each interval, we place a number of sampled
nodes, where the coordinates are interpolated. The user can fine-tune the num-
ber of interpolated positions by choosing an appropriate “sampling frequency”.
The resulting sampled nodes are positioned along the node trajectory but are
encoded as smaller circles with no stroke to differentiate them from non-sampled
nodes. We calculate and visualize the node aging as follows: for each node vi-
sualized on screen (nodes both in Pv and interpolated are considered), its age
is computed as the difference between its time coordinate and the time of the



Fig. 2: TimeLighting overview. The view is comprised of the (A) toolbar and
sidebar, (B) main view, and (C) event timeline. The yellow bar in the timeline
shows the absolute age of the hovered node (visible in the top-center area).

node’s first appearance. We use a linear opacity scale to visually represent the
node’s aging process. This encoding makes it easier to understand the informa-
tion about the progression and movement of each node over time, providing an
overview of the evolution of the network. We use relative aging in this context as
it is focused on the individual node’s trajectory. Hovering over the node makes
it possible to see its position in the timeline (in the context of the full temporal
extent of the network) as a yellow bar, corresponding to its time coordinate.
Typically, nodes are visualized in gray. However, users can change the visual
appearance of the nodes to reflect the cumulative amount of movement (see
Section 3, Guidance paragraph). Activating this type of guidance changes the
coloring from gray-scale to a continuous color scale making nodes with higher
mobility visually distinct from the more stationary ones (T2/T3).
Edges are represented as solid straight lines that connect pairs of nodes belong-
ing to two distinct trajectories. Edges have a pivotal role because these inter-
actions eventually cause node movements and the creation of temporal clusters
(T3). Edges might also appear or disappear within Pv movement intervals. This
justifies the choice of introducing sampled nodes: edges can appear between all
the points belonging to a trajectory, including interpolated ones. This allows the
user to keep an overview of the finer temporal details, as we can display edges
closest to their exact time coordinates. In turn, this could generate visual clut-
ter as each edge is shown once for every node pair between each trajectory, and,
depending on the sampling frequency, a trajectory can be comprised of several
nodes. We mitigate this by showing edges on-demand and related to one trajec-
tory at a time (the selected one). The user, by hovering on any node belonging



(a) (b)

Fig. 3: Examples of trajectory visualizations. In (a) a higher sampling frequency
is selected, and aging is clearly visible thanks to the change in opacity. In (b)
sampling is lowered to a third (3 points per movement segment), and the tra-
jectory is shown superimposed as the mouse is hovering over one of the nodes,
indicated as a yellow node. The orange stroke and size difference indicates coor-
dinates coming from the data compared to interpolated nodes.

to a trajectory, will make all edges incident to those nodes appear. Edge aging
is encoded similarly to node aging. In the following Figure 6-B, an example of
how edges connect the sampled nodes within the current temporal selection is
depicted for the currently hovered node (Munster Rugby).

Movement is visualized using a polyline connecting each position in the nodes’
Pv attribute. It represents how the node’s movement changes over time due
to the bends in the trajectories computed by the layout process. We add this
encoding as the nodes’ opacity alone might not be sufficient in showing how
trajectories evolve over time (T2/T3). We calculate the age of each trajectory
segment and apply a similar linear opacity scale as with the nodes and edges.
The trajectory’s age is calculated as the mean of the ages of each pair of nodes
in that given polyline segment. This information is also shown on-demand by
hovering over a trajectory, and, either the edges or the movement of a node can
be shown (depending on the selection in the top bar—see Figure 2-A).

Density is represented as a contour map (see the dark-blue areas in the center
of Figure 2), providing a quick visual indicator that emphasizes locations where
a larger number of nodes have existed (T2). This kind of encoding also provides
a first glance at the trajectories’ “shape”, which eases keeping an overview of the
events (T1). To calculate the density map, we translate the original set of nodes
for each point in time into a series of objects with x, y coordinates and relative
age. The x, y coordinates determine the contours of the density map. The age
acts as a weighing function such that older nodes would contribute less to the
density map compared to more recent nodes. The “bandwidth” sets the standard
deviation of the Gaussian kernel, with lower values showing a sharper picture
and higher values more distributed, but also more blurred, representation.

Interactions are also supported in the main view of TimeLighting. Common
interactions such as using the mouse scroll wheel to zoom and rescale the main
view, and panning or dragging to reposition it.



4.2 Other Views and Guidance

Side Panel shows a list of nodes ordered according to their mobility (as a form of
guidance, see Section 3). Each node in this list is also accompanied by a small bar
chart visualizing the differences in the mobility scores of the nodes. From here,
the user can select and “lock” trajectories in the main view. A locked trajectory is
always shown regardless of the current temporal interval selection in the timeline
(see next paragraph). Locked nodes are colored in bright red if they are in the
current temporal selection, while nodes that are out of the current temporal
selection are colored in a less saturated hue (see Figure 4). The encoding and
ordering of node trajectories in the side panel serve as visual guidance to support
the tracking of specific events (i.e., guidance to ease T2). Additionally, when
loading a new graph, the three nodes with the highest mobility are locked by
default (this can later be refined or changed).

Fig. 4: Example of a locked trajectory. The circles in red are fully within the
temporal selection of the users, whereas the less saturated ones are outside of
the selected interval.

Timeline, shown in (Figure 2-C), allows to select and explore specific tem-
poral intervals as well as keep an overview (T1) of the number of nodes and
edges that are visible over time. This is obtained by considering the net number
of node/edge additions and removals and representing this information as two
overlapping area charts (in red—the nodes and in blue—the edges). The timeline
serves two purposes: first, the user can brush to select a specific interval within
the available data. As a result, only the subgraph existing during the newly se-
lected time interval will be shown in the main view (temporal filtering). This
also affects movement coloring, relative age, and density calculation, as well as,
limits the edges shown on-screen to those existing in the current selection (these
do not apply to locked trajectories). Second, TimeLighting uses the timeline
to provide guidance and suggest specific time intervals for further inspection.
Specifically, the system highlights intervals in time when all the currently locked
trajectories interact with each other. These intervals are represented as orange
rectangles drawn on top of the timeline (see Figure 2-C). Clicking one of these
intervals will snap onto that temporal selection, helping the user to keep track
of and investigate relationships (i.e., guidance to ease T3).



5 Case Studies

In this section, we discuss two case studies on a real temporal network. We show
how insights can be extracted from the data using TimeLighting and how the
design tasks are achieved and supported with guidance.

We build our case studies on the Rugby dataset, which is a collection of 3151
tweets posted during the Pro12 rugby competition of the 2014-2015 season [1],
specifically from September 2014 to October 2015. The network has a node for
each team participating in the competition (12 teams in total), and an edge
exists between two teams when a tweet from one mentions another. While nodes
will stay visible from the moment they appear until the end, edges appear at the
exact moment the tweet was posted. To improve the visibility of the edges during
the layout process (as tweets do not have a “duration”), edges are given a 24-hour
duration. For example, if an edge ē has a timestamp t, then Aē = [t−12h, t+12h].
Multiple edges between the same teams are merged together if their appearances
overlap by a duration of less than one day. This simplification has already been
applied in previous work using this dataset [29], and discretization of this dataset
with similar resolution would require 417 timeslices. This dataset is particularly
interesting as we have ground truth data to validate our findings.

Case Study 1: The First and Second Half of the Season: Examining Trajectories.
We begin our use case with an Overview task (T1), examining the trajectories
in the first (see Figure 5-A) and the second half of the 2014-2015 season (see
Figure 5-B). We can immediately observe from the timeline the trend of the
events. There is a steady increase in the number of tweets from the beginning of
the season that peaks around the beginning of the second round of the league.
This peak remains until the season’s final and significantly impacts the nodes’
mobility. We can also see that nodes move less in the second half of the season
compared to the first half. Specifically, in Figure 5-B the majority of the nodes
are within the purple to orange range of the scale—lower mobility—whereas in
Figure 5-A they are in the yellow to green range—encoding higher mobility. In
the first half, instead, tweets are sparser, meaning that the influence of an edge on
the movement of nodes is kept (as there is no inertia) until another one changes
its trajectory. Continuing the analysis of the network, tweets happen at a much
higher rate in the second half of the season, and, since this network is a clique (all
teams eventually play against one another), they tend to be “locked” in place by
the attractive forces exerted by the other nodes. It must be considered that the
layout algorithm attempts to optimize (and reduce) node movement, placing the
nodes in an area of the plane where they will likely remain. This behavior can
be seen in the density map too, where hot spots are larger and more numerous
(i.e., nodes tend to linger more in the same areas) in the second half compared
to the first half. Nonetheless, the amount of attractive force will depend on the
public interest (i.e., the number of tweets) about individual matches.

Case Study 2: Tracking the Two Least Winning Teams. In this second case
study, we track (T2) the trajectories and investigate (T3) the relationships



between the two least winning teams of the season (according to the historical
information available), namely the “Zebre” (Z) and “Benetton” (B) teams. We
begin by selecting them in the sidebar so that the whole trajectory is locked
permanently on screen. Guidance shows us the different moments in time when
the two teams interact, and we focus on the period of time when the two teams
play against each other around the midpoint of the season. The teams played two
matches (during the first and second leg of the tournament) in adjacent rounds
(12 and 13). The status of the interface is reported in Figure 6-A. It is possible
to see how the Z trajectory bends significantly towards B at this point in time,
and a similar effect is visible the other way around. This attraction strength
can be interpreted as the “hype” of the matches building up, as Z and B are
the only two teams coming from Italy in the competition. Finally, we compare
the relationships between the last two teams in the ranking and the first two,
“Glasgow Warriors” (G), the winners, and “Munster Rugby” (M), referring to
the time around the tournament finals (see Figure 6-B). If we focus on M, it is
easy to identify the time the final was played, with mostly all teams connected
to it. The B trajectory is strongly influenced by M, as it was one of the final
matches before the final; Z, instead, is not largely influenced and drifts away.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we presented and described TimeLighting, a guidance-enhanced
VA approach to support the analysis and exploration of temporal networks em-
bedded in a space-time cube. We augmented the visualization approach with
guidance to better support users in the visual analysis of the data. We demon-
strated the effectiveness of our approach with two use cases, depicting a scenario
where the aim is to explore and extract insights from a temporal network de-
scribing the events of a rugby season and the relationships between teams. The
potential of visualization in exploring temporal graphs in the space-time cube
is an opportunity for the entire graph drawing and visualization communities.
Future work should primarily be oriented on conducting a formal evaluation of
the method, both from a visual quality perspective, i.e., through a selection of
metrics that capture the readability, scalability, and expressiveness of the visu-
alization, and from a user perspective, also assessing the impact of the guidance
features included in the system, extending experimentation on other real datasets
(e.g., [5,16]). Further work includes investigating how TimeLighting supports
users when sampling and identifying temporal network features and patterns.
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Fig. 5: Illustrations from Case Study 1. It is possible to see how the mobility of
nodes changes in the two halves of the season. (A) The first half of the season;
(B) The second half of the season. Timeline brushing is used to filter out events.
Trajectory sampling is set at 4 points.



Fig. 6: Illustrations from Case Study 2. (A) The two trajectories of the teams
in guidance intervals are visible in the timeline, and the one selected (see blue
rectangle) relates to the matchup between the two teams in the first round of the
competition. (B) it is possible to identify the final match and the connections
between the 2nd best team and the other teams of interest in the case study.
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Appendix

Video demonstration of TimeLighting

An online version of the video is available on youtube here: https: // www.

youtube. com/ watch? v= Yb4GB6kGp5o

Code and Repository

The code as well as a readme detailing how to install the necessary dependen-
cies and get the project running is available on GitLab here: https://gitlab.
cvast.tuwien.ac.at/vfilipov/temporal-graphs

Further Case Studies:

In order to provide more evidence for the adaptability and flexibility of our
proposed approach, in this section, we describe a brief case study using the
InfoVis [24] dataset. This dataset represents the co-authorship network of the
IEEE VIS conference from 1995 to 2015. We choose this dataset as it repre-
sents a curious example of a timesliced graph (there is a slice for every year of
the conference). However, it behaves similarly to a temporal network as nodes
often disappear and re-appear, significantly changing their neighborhood at ev-
ery timeslice - in fact, when drawn, temporal layout algorithms provide higher
quality drawings [7]. Moreover, as we used a temporal network in the case stud-
ies described in the paper (see Section 5), we show a possible workflow of our
approach on a different (and more popular) type of network.

For this example, we pruned the dataset to include 32 random authors who
published papers between 2006 and 2012 (around a third of the total). The
status of the system after loading the dataset, adjusting the bandwidth, and
color-coding the node trajectories by mobility is shown in Figure 1. We focus
on the brightest nodes in the center of the picture, which represent the authors
with the highest mobility (see also Section 4), and in turn, the ones that change
their neighborhood the most.

We single out the node “Lee B.”: we remove the density map visualization
and color-coding, persistently highlight that trajectory (see Figure 2), and focus
on the time interval with increasing activity (visible in the timeline of Figure 2a).
At the beginning of the interval, author Lee B. is connected with researchers such
as Robertson and Smith. With the help of the timeline, it is possible to follow
the trajectory of the node over time, identifying that between 2009 and 2010
Lee B. co-authored papers with Karlson and Riche (see Figure 2b). It is possible
to see that there are two edges between Karlson and Lee, and their different
transparency suggests that these collaborations happened at different moments
in time. Moreover, by hovering over the other nodes of that neighborhood, it
is possible to see how these and other relationships contributed to shaping the
trajectories and therefore the representation of these collaborations.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yb4GB6kGp5o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yb4GB6kGp5o
https://gitlab.cvast.tuwien.ac.at/vfilipov/temporal-graphs
https://gitlab.cvast.tuwien.ac.at/vfilipov/temporal-graphs


Fig. 1: Initial view after loading the dataset.

A different behavior is visible with the author “Munzner T.”; in this example,
we re-activated the mobility color encoding and removed the labels to improve
readability. Despite the higher mobility value, compared to “Lee B.”, the node
exerts a strong attraction effect on the direct neighbors of Munzner, as visible in
Figure 3, which stay nearby rather than move from one community to another.
The only exception is a pink node (“Pfister H.” - on the right) that moves away
fromMunzner as they likely did not co-author a paper together over a year or two
but still published extensively in the conference. By looking at how the Pfister
node’s transparency changes along its trajectory, it is possible to see how it drifts
away from Munzner’s community to the clique of purple nodes on the right. It
is possible to see that Pfister gets close to the other clique rapidly (hence the
higher mobility value): this is also visible by looking at the interpolated nodes
in its trajectory, as they are more clearly separated from one another than in
other neighboring trajectories.

Overall, with our approach, we show how it can provide easy access to the
full temporal information in a single 2D representation, and the interaction tech-
niques and guidance enable users to extract relevant insights.



(a) The neighborhood of the author Lee B. at its first appearance.

(b) The neighborhood of author Lee B. close to its last appearance.

Fig. 2: Investigating the temporal behavior of a single node (the author Lee B.)
at it first appearance (a) and close to its last appearance (b).



Fig. 3: The trajectory and relationships of author Munzner T..



Supplemental Figures to Section 4

(a) Full view of the system with the sidebar open. It is possible to see nodes ranked by
mobility.

(b) Locked trajectories. Nodes within the currently selected interval are colored in
bright red and the ones outside of it are colored in a lighter red.
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